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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background  

The Gambia, through the auspices of the Ministry of Finance and Economic Affairs (MOFEA) 

secured funding from the Standing Committee for Economic and Commercial Cooperation 

(COMEC) of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) to implement a project geared 

towards enhancing greater literacy, awareness and availability of Islamic Financial Instruments 

(IFIs) in the COMCEC member countries of The Gambia, Nigeria and Sierra Leone (Project No. 

2014-GAMFINAN-061). Given that the above mentioned countries have significant Muslim 

populations, logic dictates that IFIs should be more widely available in these countries. The 

project commenced in April 2015 and is being implemented by the Financial Supervision 

Department (FSD) of the Central Bank of The Gambia (CBG), through a Project Implementation 

Team (PIT) comprised of a Focal Person (Mr. Bai Madi Ceesay, MOFEA), the Responsible 

Authority for the implementation of the project (Mr. Essa Drammeh, CBG), a Project 

Coordinator (Mr. Alieu B. Senghore) and the FSD Team. 

Project No. 2014-GAMFINAN-061 (also referred to herein as the “Project”) primarily sought to 

enhance financial literacy and the understanding of Islamic Financial Instruments (IFIs) with a 

view towards increasing their availability in The Gambia, Nigeria and Sierra Leone (also referred 

to herein as the “Project Countries”). The Project also aimed to increase the awareness of IFIs, 

especially within key target groups that are critical nerves of any successful IF business model. 

The project operationalized these objectives by executing 3 main deliverables, with the first 

two activities being:  

• The preparation of a baseline survey to gauge the current levels of literacy, availability 

and awareness of IFIs and the general state of the respective Islamic Finance (IF) sectors 

of the Project Countries. 

• A joint study tour to Malaysia for a team of Banking Supervisors drawn from the CBG, 

the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) and the Bank of Sierra Leone (BSL) to learn more 

about Malaysia’s IF ecosystem. 
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The final activity of the Project was a regional workshop themed “Building Islamic Finance in 

The Gambia, Nigeria and Sierra Leone” that was hosted by the CBG on September 14-15 2015, 

and had participants drawn from the banking and insurance regulators of Nigeria and Sierra 

Leone respectively, from Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) as well as a number of key stakeholders 

from The Gambia, which will included participants from various departments from the CBG, the 

private sector (banks, insurance companies, microfinance), industry groups, Shariah scholars, 

tertiary/training institutions, and government authorities. Appendix 1 contains a detailed list of 

individuals that attended the workshop over the two days. 

1.2 Regional Workshop Objectives and Scope 

The main objective of the workshop was to deliberate on how to build Islamic Finance in the 

Project Countries using the experiences of Malaysia as a point of departure. This report entitled 

“Islamic Finance Institutionalization Strategy for The Gambia, Nigeria and Sierra Leone” is the 

main output of the workshop. This report has been informed by the presentations that were 

delivered at the workshop and from the key takeaways from roundtable discussions that were 

held by the workshop participants.  

1.3 Regional Workshop Report 

This report with inter alia, seek to  map out implementable roadmaps towards promoting 

greater awareness and use of Islamic Financial Instruments at country levels, as well as 

highlight technical areas of cooperation and joint collaborations towards implementing IFIs at 

the sub-regional level (between The Gambia, Nigeria and Sierra Leone).  

The report is comprised of 3 Sections.  Section one provides some background on the 

workshop’s terms of reference and scope of activities, while section 2 gives an overview of the 

various papers that were presented at the workshop as well as the recommendations that 

emerged from the various group discussions that were held, while the third section concludes 

the report with some regional level recommendations that could be implemented by the 

Project Countries to boost their respective IF sectors.  
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2.  REGIONAL WORKSHOP HIGHLIGHTS 

 

2.1 Summary of Scope of Activities 

Given the objectives of the regional workshop outlined in section 1.2 above, the programme of 

activities was structured in such a manner that the main lessons to be drawn from the 

workshop are informed by the views of the cross section of participants from all segments of 

the IF value chain. This was an important objective of the workshop because the PIT was of the 

view that in order for the workshop recommendations to have a chance of being implemented, 

they need to be representative of the views of all the key stakeholders that will need to play a 

material role in implementing them.  

Accordingly the workshop was structured in such a way that the first day sought to give the 

participants a good overview of the respective IF landscape of the Project Countries and the key 

initiatives being taken to develop their respective IF sectors via presentations delivered by the 

respective central banks of the Project Countries. This was then supplemented by presentations 

delivered by IF practitioners (banking and insurance) to give the participants a practitioner’s 

view of the respective Islamic banking and insurance sectors of The Gambia (which was 

assumed would also be representative of the views of practitioner’s in Nigeria and Sierra Leone 

as well). The second day was billed to provide an overview for the participants of what it takes 

to build a viable IF ecosystem through the sessions that were conducted by the Team from 

Bank Negara Malaysia. All these sessions then built up to the last section of the workshop in 

which the participants were divided into 5 groups comprised of a cross section of all the 

different categories of participants at the workshop (i.e. regulators, practitioners, Shariah 

scholars, training institutions, governments) and tasked to discuss what needs to be done to 

build Islamic Finance in the Project Countries, concentrating on the key thematic areas 

identified by the Project. 

The detailed programme of activities for the workshop is outlined in Appendix 2 while the 

guidelines that anchored the Group discussions are outlined in Appendix 3. 
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2.2 Highlights of Nigeria Country Presentation 

2.2.1 Background 

The Nigeria country presentation was delivered by Mr. Mu’azu Lere Muhammad Wada, 

Assistant Director, Financial Policy, CBN.  The following sections will briefly summarize the 

salient sections of his presentation. A detailed overview of Nigeria’s IF landscape including 

regulatory issues, key initiatives is contained in the Baseline Survey report that was prepared as 

the first deliverable of the Project.  

2.2.2 Overview of Current Landscape 

2.2.2.1 Background 

Islamic banking was introduced in Nigeria to achieve the following ends: 

• Provide alternative financial services to interested Nigerians. 

• Deepen the Nigerian financial system. 

• Contribute to economic development. 

• Support the CBN’s financial inclusion initiative. 

Islamic banking, also known as Non-interest banking (NIB) in Nigeria, started in 1991 with the 

enactment of Banks & Other Financial Institutions Act (‘the Act’ or ‘BOFIA’), which provides for 

profit & loss sharing banking. In 1996, the former Habib Bank opened a non-interest banking 

window offering a limited number of Shariah-compliant products. The absence of a regulatory 

framework for non-interest banking limited the success and growth of NIB in Nigeria. 

Following increased demand for the provision of NIB services, an Islamic Banking Working 

Group was constituted in 2008 to craft the Guidelines on the Regulation and Supervision of 

Institutions Offering Non-Interest Financial Services in Nigeria. The Guidelines were released in 

March, 2009. The Guidelines was further reviewed in 2011 following the introduction of New 

Banking Model in Nigeria in 2010. Under the new Banking Model, banks are categorized as 

Commercial, Merchant or specialized bank. Non-interest banks fall under the category of 

specialized banks. 
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2.2.2.2 Legal & Regulatory Framework 

Highlights of Nigeria’s regulatory framework include: 

• Section 23(1) of BOFIA excludes profit & loss sharing banks from the requirement for the 

display of interest rates in the banking halls. 

• Section 55(2) permits the Governor to make rules and regulations for the operation and 

control of all institutions under the supervision of the Bank. 

• Section 59(1)(a) gave CBN power to supervise and regulate the activities of other 

financial institutions and specialized banks. 

• Section 61 defined profit & loss sharing bank as a bank which transacts investment or 

commercial banking business and maintains profits and loss sharing accounts. 

• Section 33 (1) (b) of the CBN Act 2007 provides that CBN may issue guidelines to any 

person and any institutions under its supervision. 

• Guidelines for Shariah Governance were issued to ensure Shariah compliance, instill 

public confidence and promote financial stability. 

• Guidelines on Windows and Branches were issued to guide the business of Islamic 

windows. 

Licensing Requirements 

• In addition to standard licensing requirements, promoters of an Islamic bank or window 

are required to execute a Technical Management agreement with an established Islamic 

bank or financial institution. 

• The agreement shall explicitly specify the role of the two parties and shall subsist for a 

period of not less than 3 years from the date of commencement of operations of the 

licensed financial institution.  

Shariah Governance Framework 

• Nigeria has adopted a two-tier Shariah governance framework. 
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• Financial Regulation Advisory Council of Experts (FRACE) or Shariah Advisory Council at 

CBN. 

• Advisory Committee of Experts (ACE) or Shariah Committee at Islamic financial 

institutions. 

• FRACE is mandated to approve IFIs’ products, advertisement, appointment of ACE 

members, and settle disputes between the Board and ACE. 

Conduct of Supervision and Regulation 

• Banking Supervision Department has a Group assigned with the ongoing supervision of 

Islamic banks and windows. 

• Financial Policy & Regulation Department of CBN has a Unit in charge of the regulation 

of Non-interest financial institutions.  

• The Unit also serves as the Secretariat of FRACE. It also interfaces with AAOIFI, IFSB and 

IILM. 

• Other Financial Institutions Department is charged with the ongoing supervision of 

microfinance banks and other financial institutions.  

2.2.2.3 Players 

There are at presently four (4) institutions that offer Islamic banking services in Nigeria. 

• One (1) full-fledged non-interest bank i.e. Jaiz Bank Plc. Commenced operations in 

January 2012. 

• Two (2) conventional banks that offer Islamic banking windows: 

o Stanbic IBTC Bank – commenced operations in January 2012; and  

o Sterling Bank Plc – Commenced operations in January, 2014. 

There is no full-fledged Takaful Operator in Nigeria, however there are 3 insurance companies 

that were approved by the Nigeria Insurance Commission (NAICOM) to operate Takaful 

Windows in 2008, they are;  

• African Alliance plc;  
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• Cornerstone Insurance plc; and  

• Niger Insurance plc.  

There is one (1) Islamic Microfinance bank – Tijara Microfinance Bank. It commenced 

operations in October 2014. 

2.2.3 Key Initiatives 

Summarized below are the key initiatives that are currently being undertaken by the Central 

Bank of Nigeria to develop the Islamic Finance sector in the country. 

• Proposal to amend the Banking Act to accommodate the specificities of Islamic finance. 

• Ongoing efforts to issue relevant guidelines. 

• Creating awareness on the concept of non-interest banking among Nigerians through 

conferences and other similar platforms. 

• Ongoing capacity building for regulators on non-interest finance. 

• Membership of the Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSB) and Islamic Institutions 

Liquidity Management Organization (IILM). 

• Periodic hosting of National Conference on Islamic Finance. 

• Ongoing efforts to implement IFSB-15 and 16 (equivalent of Basel II/III, pillars 1 & 2 for 

conventional banks) and other standards. 

• Capacity building for Shariah scholars in conjunction with Islamic Finance Council of the 

UK. 

• Collaboration with relevant government agencies such as Ministry of Justice, Finance, 

Debt Management Office (DMO) and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) for 

the development of non-interest banking and finance in Nigeria. 

2.2.4 Key Challenges 

A summary of the key challenges identified by the CBN delegation include: 
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• Non-acceptance of Islamic banking by some sections of the populace. That explained its 

renaming to ‘Non-interest Banking’. 

• Knowledge gap among regulators and operators. 

• Inadequate viable Shariah-compliant liquidity management instruments. 

• Lack of Shariah-compliant lender of last resort facility. 

• Inadequate liquidity contingency arrangement at institution level. 

• Knowledge gap and poor implementation of Islamic Banking software. 

• The peculiar regulatory challenges posed by Islamic Windows. 

• Funding constraints limit the capacity of Islamic banks to undertake massive consumer 

education campaign as it will affect their bottom line. 

• Inadequate public and consumer education on the services of Islamic financial 

institutions. 

• High cost of Technical Management Agreement. 

• Dearth of Islamic scholars. 

• Inadequate regulatory and government support. 

Two key challenges in particular are the issues pertaining to liquidity management and that of 

the operations of Islamic Windows. 

Liquidity Management 

Liquidity management is a serious challenge for Non-interest banks, especially in Nigeria. The 

CBN has the following liquidity management instruments in place: 
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Table 1: CBN Liquidity Management Options for Islamic Financial Institutions 

INSTRUMENT OPERATIONAL MODALITY 

CBN Safe Custody Account Qard-Based deposit, Earn Hibah (Gift) 

though irregular and at option of CBN 

CBN Non-Interest Note Non-Income Earning but interest-free, 

Borrow twice the amount deposited for 

half the tenor. 

CBN Asset Backed Security Income-Earning, FX-Based, low return, 

backed by mostly Foreign Sukuk. 

 

• The 1
st

 instrument appears attractive but irregular payment of Hibah is a disincentive. 

• The 2
nd

 instrument can be used a lender of last resort but an ACE rejected it on the basis 

of its conditionalities. 

• The last instruments should have been the most attractive but the rate of return is low 

and it has Foreign Exchange risk. 

• The first two instruments had been launched while the last one is yet to be introduced 

by CBN. 

Supervisory Challenges with Islamic Windows 

Islamic Window is part of a conventional financial institution that provides a full range of 

Islamic banking services. A window may be a dedicated unit or a branch and it provides a 

platform for conventional banks to ‘test the waters’ of Islamic finance, and if found profitable, 

may convert to a subsidiary.   

Islamic Windows present a number of supervisory and operational challenges, namely: 

• Little attention is paid to the progress of the Window, especially at Board level. 

• Comingling of funds. 
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• Knowledge gap on Islamic finance among Board, Management and staff. 

• Capital adequacy ratio is for the combined businesses. 

2.2.4.1 Steps Being Taken to Tackle Challenges 

The CBN is taking the following steps to address the above mentioned challenges. 

• Training is being intensified for regulators and supervisors. 

• Temporary reduction of liquidity ratio for Islamic banks from 30% to 10%. 

• The Board of Islamic windows were being encouraged to pay more attention to the 

progress of the window’s business. 

• The Management of Islamic banks were encouraged to intensify consumer education 

despite their lean resources. 

• Implementation of IFSB standards. 

2.2.5 Suggested Regional Initiatives to Develop the Sector 

The CBN delegation proposed the following initiatives to develop the respective IF sectors of 

the Project Countries: 

• The central banks of the participating countries should develop Shariah-compliant 

lender of last resort facilities. 

• Multilateral agencies such as OIC, IDB and IFSB should provide support for capacity 

building and consumer education. 

• As a strategy for talent development each country should set up specialized centers of 

learning on Islamic finance. 

• Other mediums of communication such as sponsored programmes in the print and 

electronic media, leaflets, pamphlets, placement of FAQs on Central Banks’ websites 

and billboards should be explored to reach the general public. 
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2.3 Highlights of Sierra Leone Country Presentation 

2.3.1 Background 

The Sierra Leone country presentation was delivered by Mr. Saffa Sam, Senior Manager, 

Banking Supervision, BSL.  The following sections will briefly summarize the salient sections of 

his presentation. A detailed overview of Sierra Leone’s IF landscape including regulatory issues 

and key initiatives is contained in the Baseline Survey report that was prepared as the first 

deliverable of the Project.  

2.3.2 Overview of Current Landscape 

Sierra Leone does not have any IF footprint. The country has not yet developed the legislation 

to allow for IF operations in the country, nor does it have any institutions that offer any IF 

related services. 

2.3.3 Key Initiatives 

Sierra Leone has not taken any significant initiatives to develop the broad IF sector in the 

country but plans to do the following to develop the sector. 

Phase 1 

• Amend Banking Act to include provisions for Islamic finance.  

• Amend Other Financial Institutions Act to allow Islamic finance for other non-bank 

sectors to develop. 

• Amend prudential guidelines to cover IF operations. 

• Sanction the introduction of a select number of IF products and services.  

Phase 2 

• Establish Shariah Advisory Council at the Bank of Sierra Leone. 

• Increase awareness of Islamic Finance amongst all stakeholders. 

• Open non-interest Banking Window of a conventional Bank which will have to be 

Shariah Compliant. 

• Non-interest banking branch of a conventional bank. 
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• Non-interest banking branches shall be established in line with existing BSL regulation 

on bank branch expansion. 

• Full-fledged non-interest bank or subsidiary. 

• This shall be licensed in accordance with the current guidelines for licensing of banks 

issued by the BSL. 

• Encourage the Insurance Commission to establish Takaful operators. 

2.3.4 Suggested Regional Initiatives to Develop the Sector 

• Establishing an Islamic bank (non-interest banking) in any jurisdiction is a gradual process 

and should start with enacting or incorporating the legal framework into the national laws. 

o Countries that have done this should support all the project countries to update 

their legal and regulatory framework to ensure that all the countries are on the 

same level. 

• Increased engagement with bilateral and multilateral institutions that will help to support 

the development of the sector. 

2.4 Highlights of The Gambia Country Presentation 

2.4.1 Background 

The Gambia country presentation was delivered by Mr. Essa Drammeh, Director, Financial 

Supervisions Department, CBG.  The following sections will briefly summarize the salient 

sections of the presentation. A detailed overview of The Gambia’s IF landscape including 

regulatory issues, key initiatives is contained in the Baseline Survey report that was prepared as 

the first deliverable of the Project.  

2.4.2 Overview of Current Landscape 

2.4.2.1 Background 

The key underlining principle of the CBG’s strategy for Islamic Finance is to get the private 

sector to buy into the concept so that they can drive its development in the country while 

building capacity at the regulatory level and increasing awareness of IFIs amongst key 

stakeholders 
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2.4.2.2 Legal and Regulatory Framework  

The introduction of Islamic finance started with Islamic Banking, whose development was 

facilitated by the amendment of the Financial Institutions Act, 1992 (the hitherto main 

regulation governing the banking sector) to provide the legal basis for Islamic Banking. The 

Financial Institutions Act, 1992 has since been replaced by the Banking Act, 2009, which also 

has provisions for Islamic Banking. Further regulatory guidelines have not been developed to 

guide the operations of Islamic Banks. However, one can submit that the current practice is to 

apply the broad principles of the guidelines governing conventional banks to regulate Islamic 

Banking operations. 

As regards the insurance sector, the Insurance Act, 2003 was amended to allow for Takaful 

operations in The Gambia in 2006. The regulatory framework for Islamic insurance has not 

moved beyond the confines of the Insurance (Amendment) Act, 2006, and the approach like 

that for Islamic Banking, is to use the broad principles governing conventional insurance 

operations to govern Takaful operations in the country. 

The development of Islamic Microfinance is yet to have a legal framework. A Taskforce was set-

up in 2008 to prepare a Bill to govern the operations of the broad Non-Bank Financial Industry 

and the Microfinance sector. The draft Bill, which also has provisions for Islamic Microfinance, 

was sent to the Ministry of Justice for review in 2010. The Bill is still under Ministerial review 

and is yet to be tabled in Parliament.  

2.4.2.3 Players 

The Gambia has one full-fledged Islamic Bank, the Arab Gambian Islamic Bank (AGIB), which 

began operations in the country in 1997. There is only one Islamic insurance company 

operational in The Gambia, Takaful Insurance which started operations in 2008. There are 

currently no Islamic Microfinance institutions licensed and operating in the country despite 

interest from a number of local and international players. 

2.4.3 Key Initiatives 

Summarized below, are the key initiatives that the CBG has taken/is currently taking to support 

the development of the broad IF sector in The Gambia. 
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• Amended legal framework for conventional banking and insurance to insert provisions 

that would allow for Islamic banking and insurance operations respectively. 

• In 2008 a Taskforce was set-up to draft a Non-Bank Financial Institutions Bill.  The draft 

Bill, which has provisions for Islamic Microfinance, is yet to be enacted by the 

Legislature. 

• Another key initiative undertaken to broadening the Islamic Finance sector was a study 

tour to Bahrain in 2005 to inter alia conduct the following: 

o To study the prudential regulations for Islamic Banks introduced by the Bahrain 

Monetary Agency (BMA) and gauge their applicability in The Gambia. 

o To study the modalities used by BMA to invest on a short-term basis the excess 

liquidity of Islamic Banks. 

o To visit Islamic Banks to review their service offerings and gauge their 

applicability in The Gambia and study their internal operational structure and 

governance arrangements. 

• One major outcome of the Bahrain study tour was the introduction of the Sukuk Al 

Salam (the conventional equivalent of 3 months Treasury Bills) in 2007.  

• Another major outcome of the Bahrain study tour was that it created awareness and an 

appreciation of Islamic Finance within Ministry of Finance and The CBG. 

• The introduction of the development of Islamic finance in the CBG’s strategic objectives 

for its 2015-2018 Strategic Plan. 

• Key initiatives planned by the CBG to develop the IF sector include: 

o INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING 

� Register as a member of the IFSB to enable the Bank to get technical 

updates on a regular basis.  

� Seek out strategic partnerships with bilateral and multilateral institutions 

that will help to support the development of the broad IF sector in the 

country. 

� Public awareness campaign to promote Islamic finance through: 

� Radio programs. 

� TV programs. 
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� Friday prayers sermons. 

� Educational institutions. 

� Print media. 

� The internet. 

� Capacity building across the board:  

�  CBG staff. 

� Operators. 

� Shariah boards. 

� Judges. 

� Accountants. 

� Capital market team. 

� Educational institutions. 

� Other stakeholders. 

� Introduction of Islamic finance in the curriculum of educational 

institutions to be supported by the CBG and the government: 

� University of The Gambia (UTG). 

� Management Development Institute (MDI) 

� Other tertiary institutions. 

o FINANCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT 

� Set up an Islamic Finance Committee with the remit to discuss issues 

affecting the sector. 

� Set up Shariah Supervisory Council at Central Bank Level.  

� Set up an Islamic Finance Desk within the CBG to coordinate activities in: 

� Banking. 

� Insurance.  

� Microfinance. 

� Create budget for Islamic Finance within the CBG budget. 
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o REGULATORY FREMEWORK DEVELOPMENT 

� Review laws to accommodate appropriate provisions for Islamic Finance: 

� The Central Bank Act, 2005. 

� Banking Act, 2009. 

� Non- bank Financial Institutions Bill. 

� Develop specific guidelines for: 

� Licensing. 

� Supervision. 

� Operations. 

2.4.4 Regional Initiatives to Develop the Sector 

The suggested regional initiatives to develop the sector proposed by the CBG at the workshop 

were: 

• Joint engagements by the Project Countries to apply for projects such as Project 2014-

GAMFINAN-061 that are geared towards regional initiatives that will help to develop the 

broad IF sectors of the respective Project Countries. 

• Leverage on existing regional arrangements, institutions and protocols to develop 

capacity in IF. The first point of action in this regard would be to introduce Islamic 

Finance in the curriculum of the training programmes offered by the West African 

Institute for Finance and Economic Management (WAIFEM).   

2.5 Practitioner’s Perspective 

2.5.1 Background 

Presentations were delivered by Arab Gambian Islamic Bank (AGIB) and Takaful Gambia Ltd at 

the workshop outlining their current views of the IF sector in The Gambia, the challenges, their 

development plans and steps that they think need to be taken to develop the sector. The AGIB 

presentation was delivered by its Head of Business Development, Mr Ebrima Mballow while 
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that for Takaful was delivered by its General Manager, Mrs. Sainabou Jallow Gaye. The sections 

below outline the salient aspects of their respective presentations. 

2.5.2 Current and Planned Initiatives 

AGIB 

The key initiatives being pursued by AGIB include: 

• Capacity Building – Sent some members of staff to Bank of Khartoum in Sudan to 

develop their expertise in Islamic Banking. 

• They recently deployed a core banking software that is used by Islamic financial 

institutions worldwide. 

• The bank will launch an aggressive awareness campaign after it has fully integrated its 

core banking software. 

Takaful  

Initiatives currently being pursued by Takaful Gambia Ltd include: 

• Development of new products (Family Takaful, Micro-insurance, Agricultural insurance 

etc.). 

• Networking/Close Partnerships. 

• Capacity building. 

• Investing in modern ICT. 

• Aggressive Sensitization/public education. 

• Consolidation of best practices. 

• Expansion – Both locally and regionally.  

2.5.3 Key Challenges 

AGIB 

The key challenges for the development of the Islamic banking sector identified by AGIB 

include: 
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• Inadequate customer awareness about the products and services. 

• Lack of transparency on profit declaration from customers. 

• Knowledge gab on Islamic banking.  

• Lack of specialized Islamic banking courses. 

Takaful 

The key challenges for the development of the Islamic insurance sector identified by Takaful 

include: 

• Lack of up-to-date IT infrastructure to integrate the financial & technical departments. 

• Medical portfolio – one of the best but high claim settlements. 

• Inadequate awareness of Takaful compliances. 

• Self-insurance by some companies/institutions. 

• Inadequate Capacity. 

• Unhealthy practices by some companies. 

• Inadequate investment opportunities.  

2.5.4 Recommended Initiatives 

A summary of the recommendations from AGIB and Takaful on steps that need to be taken by 

the regulators and the government to further develop the broad IF sector include: 

AGIB 

• Develop more local training institutions in IF which would make it easier and cheaper to 

develop talent in IF. 

• Increase broad awareness of IF to support the development of the sector and increase 

market acceptance. 

Takaful 

• Tax incentive 
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• Jointly increase awareness level as the cost maybe too high for a single entity 

• Jointly train staff for us to have a skilled HR in the system.  

• Create more opportunities for investment of funds (presently only Sukuk). 

• Capital requirement is too high and is a deterrent for many investors e.g. to start a 

Family Takaful, we’re required to pay D15m. 

• Review the tariff charged as it is not adequate to sustain the insurance companies and 

pay claims at the same time. 

• A legislation for compulsory insurance e.g. Marine. 

• The possibility of having a re-insurance company locally to retain our foreign currency 

even though we try to patronize those in Africa. 

2.6 Highlights from BNM Presentation 

2.6.1 Background 

The BNM presentation was delivered by Mr. Rustam Mohd Idris – Deputy Director, Islamic 

Banking and Takaful Department, Bank Negara Malaysia and Mr. Mohd Shah Shukree Salim - 

Manager, Islamic Banking and Takaful Department, BNM. Their presentation gave an overview 

of the evolution of Malaysia’s Islamic finance ecosystem and the building blocks needed to 

develop the Islamic finance industry using Malaysia’s experiences as a point of reference.  

2.6.2 Key Highlights of Malaysia’s IF Development 

Malaysia’s experiences indicate that their journey in building and developing their IF system 

was pragmatic, gradual and took place in five different phases. 

• Phase I from 1983 to 1992 - The legal, regulatory and Shariah framework were built 

as starting foundations. This phase was considered as a necessary prerequisite for 

instituting a strong foundation for Islamic finance.  

• Phase II from 1993 to 2000 - The number of players in Islamic finance was 

increased and the financial market was developed as Shariah interpretations of 

issues regarding products and services were harmonized. This phase is regarded as 
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the time of institutional building, stimulation for efficient competition, activity 

generation and market vibrancy.  

• Phase III from 2001 to 2009 - Market liberalization was introduced, infrastructure 

was upgraded and the overall Islamic finance landscape was strengthened. 

Positioning Malaysia as an international Islamic finance hub was envisaged, 

resultantly, there was comprehensive move to adopt best practices international 

standards in all matters pertaining to Islamic finance.  

• Phase IV from 2010 and beyond - The diversity of players and instruments was 

increased; dynamics of the financial markets were enhanced. The financial linkages 

with other jurisdictions were improved while the institutionalization of Islamic 

finance was enhanced. The Financial Sector Blueprint, Shariah Standards, Islamic 

Financial Services Act and Shariah Leadership Education as human capital 

development were all introduced during this phase. Institutions like INCEIF, ISRA, 

IBFIM, etc., were all co-established by the BNM with other actors to help develop 

the supporting institutions that are critical for the development of the broad Islamic 

finance sector.     

The experiences of Malaysia show that developing an ecosystem for an effective Islamic 

financial market consists of the following building blocks:- 

• Legal and regulatory framework. 

• Shariah governance framework. 

• Government support.  

• Tax framework. 

• Talent pool. 

• Diverse pool of players. 

• Strong intermediation institutes. 

2.6.3 Key Takeaways from Malaysia’s Experiences 

Summarized below are the key takeaways from Malaysia’s experiences in developing its IF 

sector which can help to inform the respective strategies of the Project Countries. Detailed 
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highlights of Malaysia’s experiences are contained in the Study Tour to Malaysia report, which 

should be read in conjunction with this report. 

Leadership Role of Bank Negara Malaysia 

BNM provided leadership to promote and maintain Islamic finance in Malaysia and worldwide 

through financial support and institutional capacity building. The Bank contributed to the 

establishment and operation of a number of supporting institutions in the Islamic finance value 

chain.   

Recognition of the Uniqueness of Islamic finance 

The Malaysian authorities recognized that Islamic finance has a unique structure with 

distinctive risks associated with it which put Islamic financial institutions at a disadvantage in 

areas such as taxation, stamp duty law, company law, land law and procedural laws. The 

Malaysian authorities took note of this in building a conducive legal system to facilitate and 

support the development of the sector. Laws were also reviewed and harmonized with a view 

to providing for tax neutrality.  

Importance of Legal and Regulatory Framework 

Legal and Regulatory Environment  

A key aspect of Malaysia’s Islamic finance regulatory framework is the formal recognition of a 

dual financial system (conventional and Islamic) in the laws. This was supported by the 

development of separate regulations and guidelines for Islamic financial institutions. This 

highlights the need for the project countries to leverage on the work of IFSB, AAOIFI and some 

regulators such as BNM and address specificities of Islamic finance in shaping their respective 

regulatory environments. Lessons can be learned from the CBN in this regard, as its 

membership to the IFSB and its MoU with BNM to support the development of its Islamic 

finance sector has reflected in the significant advances that it has made in the development of 

its regulatory framework. It has thus established an implementable road map which presents 

an interesting case study for the CBG and the BSL. 

A key anchor of any Islamic finance regulatory framework is the establishment of a Shariah 

compliance and governance framework. Key elements of BNM’s framework are as followings:- 
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• They have an apex Shariah Advisory Council (SAC) at the Central Bank level which 

provides guidelines and reviews on Shariah matters. 

• There are statutory Shariah Committees that need to be set up at the level of financial 

institutions. 

• Financial institutions are required to have Shariah Compliance and research functions 

i.e. Shariah Risk Management Control, Shariah Review, Shariah Research and Audit. 

Supervisory Framework 

It is important to have a codified supervisory framework for Islamic financial institutions and a 

lot can be learned from BNM in this regard. It has adopted a risk-based supervisory framework 

which is applied to both conventional and Islamic banks. However, the assessment of the risk 

profile and quality of risk management takes cognizance of the nature of assets (Murabaha, 

Ijara, Salam, Musharakah, Mudaraba, Istisna, Sukuk, etc.) and risks which are unique to Islamic 

financial institutions such as unrestricted investment account holders’ protection, Shari’ah non-

compliance risk, rate of return risk, fiduciary risk and displaced commercial risk. 

Importance of Having a Dedicated Department for Islamic Finance 

In order to enhance the effectiveness of the regulation of Islamic finance, the BNM has a full-

fledged department, with a substantive director dedicated to the regulation of Islamic finance 

(Banking and Takaful). The department is known as ‘Islamic Banking & Takaful Department’. 

However, banking supervision, which is handled by Banking Supervision Department, is 

comprised of two Divisions; Islamic Banking Supervision Division and Other Supervision 

Divisions. 

Importance of Liquidity Management 

The Islamic finance industry in Malaysia has made significant progress in terms of liquidity 

management. The management of liquidity is aided by a vibrant Islamic Money Market and 

robust instruments such as Commodity Murabaha and Sukuk. This has afforded the delegations 

from the three countries better awareness of liquidity management tools. Malaysia uses 

Collateralized Murabaha as a lender of last resort facility. The facility is based on Commodity 

Murabaha in which acceptable collateral is used to support it. 
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Importance of Developing the Islamic Finance Sector in Stages 

The development of regulatory framework in Malaysia was gradual and in phases as outlined 

above. The BNM adopted a flexible approach and did not allow itself to be constrained by any 

dogma but was instead prepared to go through the gradual learning pains required to grow the 

sector. 

2.7 Highlights of Group Discussions 

As per the guidelines outlined in Appendix 3, the participants were divided into a cross section 

of groups and asked to discuss steps that needed to be taken to develop the IF sectors of the 

Project Countries, concentrating on the key themes of Capacity, Awareness and Availability. 

They were also asked to identify who needs to take the suggested initiatives (i.e. government, 

regulators, practitioners) and by when (short-term [1 year], medium-term [2 to 3 years], long-

term [over 3 years]). The summary of the presentations by the different groups is provided 

below. 

2.7.1 Group 1  

2.7.1.1 Capacity 

Government 

• Review the existing legal framework for Islamic Finance to introduce legislative 

instruments that allow for the better function of the sector – Short-term. 

• Support the judiciary through specialized training initiatives – Short-term. 

• Increase budgetary allocations to the regulators to allow them to ramp up 

developments in the IF sector – Short-term. 

• Introduction of Islamic finance in the school curriculum of both second and third cycle 

institutions – Medium to Long term. 

Regulators 

• Develop the necessary supervisory and regulatory framework for the proper functioning 

of the IF sector – Short-term. 

• Develop the capacity of the regulatory and supervisory staff – Short-term. 
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• Develop the necessary institutions in the ecosystem that are vital for the workings of the 

broad sector, i.e. commodities markets, training institutions, etc. – Medium to long-

term. 

Operators 

• Budget allocations to drive IF agenda – Short-term. 

• Capacity building at all levels (board, management, staff) – Short-term. 

2.7.1.2 Awareness 

Government 

• Organize international conferences and seminars with high level involvement of the 

Ministry of Finance and other key government institutions – Short-term. 

Regulators 

• Launch national awareness campaigns that will have bespoke elements for the various 

identified target groups – Short-term. 

Operators 

• Increasing awareness of IF products and services by spelling out the clear differences 

with conventional products – Medium-term. 

2.7.1.3 Availability 

Government 

• Provide incentives to private sector to champion the development of the sector, 

especially in the area of taxation – Short to medium term. 

• Establishing an Islamic Index in countries that have stock exchanges – Medium to long-

term. 

• Encourage cross border trading/listing of IF institutions – Medium to long-term. 

• Incentives for foreign investors in the sector and technical partners - Medium to long-

term. 

Regulators 
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• Give liquidity management incentives to IF institutions like less onerous cash reserve 

and liquidity ratios for Islamic banks – Short-term. 

• Develop a separate regulatory framework for IF – Short-term. 

Operators 

• Validate the IF concept by adopting the window model – Short-term. 

2.7.2 Group 2 

2.7.2.1 Capacity 

Government 

• Capacity building on IF for lawmakers and other members of the judiciary so that are 

well versed in matters concerning IF which will help in coming to with the requisite 

legislation needed to develop the sector – Short-term. 

Regulators 

• Build capacity at the regulator in understanding IF to point that they can in turn host 

training programmes for other external stakeholders without having to bring in experts 

from abroad – Short-term. 

• Establish a Shariah Advisory Council (SAC) at the level of the CBG  - Short-term 

• Join IFSB and engage with organizations like AAOIFI – Medium term. 

• The CBG should form a unit that will concentrate solely on building capacity in IF – 

Short-term 

2.7.2.2 Awareness 

Government 

• Support the regulator in its efforts to increase the awareness of Islamic Finance with all 

stakeholders and the general public – Short-term. 

Regulator 

• Launch sustained awareness campaign on the IF sector targeted at all identified interest 

groups and the general public – Short-term. 
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Operators 

• Launch sustained awareness campaign on the IF sector targeted at all identified interest 

groups and the general public – Short-term. 

2.7.2.3 Availability 

Government and Regulator 

• Create the necessary conditions that would increase the private sectors interest in the 

sector starting with providing clarity in the regulatory framework and tax incentives – 

Short-term. 

• Link private sector operators with relevant international organizations that they can 

partner with to work towards developing the IF sector – Short-term. 

2.7.3 Group 3 

2.7.3.1 Capacity 

Government 

• Provide funding support to regulators for capacity building programmes – Short-term. 

• Introduce bespoke legislation for the IF sector – Short-term. 

• Encourage tertiary institutions to introduce IF programmes in their curriculum – Short-

term. 

• Work to introduce Islamic finance in the school curriculums from the second cycle level 

onwards – Medium-term. 

Regulators 

• Create in house experts in Islamic finance – Short-term. 

• Identify Shariah scholars and provide them with requisite, training, including enrolling 

them in English language programmes if necessary – Short-term. 

• Establish a Shariah Advisory Council (SAC) at the level of the CBG  - Short-term 

• Establish a regional fund with counterpart central banks in the Project Country that will 

dedicated solely to funding capacity building programmes – Medium term. 
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• Establish a regulatory council amongst the regulators in the Project Countries that will 

deal with matters related to IF. This would create a formal structure for regulators to 

share knowledge and experiences in IF – Medium-term. 

2.7.3.2 Awareness 

Government 

• Support the regulator in its efforts to increase the awareness of Islamic Finance with all 

stakeholders and the general public – Short-term. 

Regulator 

• Launch sustained awareness campaign on the IF sector targeted at all identified interest 

groups and the general public – Short-term. 

Operators 

• Launch sustained awareness campaign on the IF sector targeted at all identified interest 

groups and the general public – Short-term. 

2.7.3.3 Availability 

Government and Regulator 

• Create the necessary conditions that would increase the private sectors interest in the 

sector starting with providing clarity in the regulatory framework and tax incentives – 

Short-term. 

• Encourage conventional banks and insurance companies to open windows for IF – 

Short-term. 

2.7.4 Group 4 

2.7.4.1 Capacity 

Government 

• Provide funding support to regulators for capacity building programmes – Short-term. 

• Engage donor institutions that may willing to fund IF development efforts and link them 

up with the relevant institutions – Short-term 
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• Introduce bespoke legislation for the IF sector – Short-term. 

• Encourage tertiary institutions to introduce IF programmes in their curriculum – Short-

term. 

Regulators 

• Create in house experts in Islamic finance – Short-term. 

• Organize regular IF training programmes targeted at all relevant stakeholders  - Short-

term 

• Introduce IF in WAIFEM curriculum – Short-term. 

• Establish a committee amongst the regulators in the Project Countries that will deal 

with matters related to IF. This would create a formal structure for regulators to share 

knowledge and experiences in IF – Medium-term. 

2.7.4.2 Awareness 

Government 

• Support the regulator in its efforts to increase the awareness of Islamic Finance with all 

stakeholders and the general public – Short-term. 

Regulator 

• Launch sustained awareness campaign on the IF sector targeted at all identified interest 

groups and the general public – Short-term. 

Operators 

• Launch sustained awareness campaign on the IF sector targeted at all identified interest 

groups and the general public – Short-term. 

2.7.4.3 Availability 

Government 

• Provide tax incentives to private operators to encourage them to go into the sector – 

Short-term. 

Regulator 
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• Set up a dedicated IF Department at the level of the regulators – Short-term. 

• Improve regulatory framework– Short-term. 

• Encourage conventional banks and insurance companies to open windows for IF – 

Short-term. 

2.7.5 Group 5 

2.7.5.1 Capacity 

Government 

• Engage donor institutions that may willing to fund IF development efforts and link them 

up with the relevant institutions – Short-term 

• Introduce/improve legislation for the IF sector – Short-term. 

• Encourage tertiary institutions to introduce IF programmes in their curriculum – Short-

term. 

Regulators 

• Create in house experts in Islamic finance – Short-term. 

• Organize regular IF training programmes targeted at all relevant stakeholders  - Short-

term 

• Organize more study tours to developed IF markets with participants including cross 

section of people in the IF value chain – Short-term. 

2.7.5.2 Awareness 

Government 

• Support the regulator in its efforts to increase the awareness of Islamic Finance with all 

stakeholders and the general public – Short-term. 

Regulator 

• Launch sustained awareness campaign on the IF sector targeted at all identified interest 

groups and the general public – Short-term. 

Operators 
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• Launch sustained awareness campaign on the IF sector targeted at all identified interest 

groups and the general public – Short-term. 

2.7.5.3 Availability 

Government 

• Provide tax incentives to private operators to encourage them to go into the sector – 

Short-term. 

• Link the IF development to the country’s national development plans to ensure that IF 

plans are consistent with other policy measures – Medium-term. 

Regulator 

• Set up a dedicated IF Department at the level of the regulators – Short-term. 

• Improve regulatory framework– Short-term. 

• Encourage conventional banks and insurance companies to open windows for IF – 

Short-term. 

• Actively engage the private sector in IF development plans so that they are engage from 

the beginning – Short-term. 

• Work with industry groups like the Bankers Association, etc in framing development 

plans as they can make vital contributions – Short-term. 

3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

3.1 Conclusions 

The regional workshop provided a platform for the sharing of experiences and knowledge on 

what it takes to develop an optimal IF sector and the steps involved in building up the sector. 

The experiences of Malaysia show that developing a viable IF sector is a gradual process that 

takes commitment from all stakeholders in the value chain supported by a committed and 

competent regulator that has a clear vision for the sector and the capacity to execute this 

vision. 
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The workshop also confirmed that the different Project Countries are at varying levels of 

development of their respective IF sectors, with Nigeria being the clear leader in this regard. 

The development path adopted by Nigeria takes a strong cue from Malaysia’s experiences and 

as such represents a local model that The Gambia and Sierra Leone can follow. 

Given the divergent nature of the respective IF sectors of the Project Countries, one cannot 

point to a unique set of recommendations on the steps that need to be taken to develop their 

respective IF sectors. This notwithstanding there are a number of conclusions that are 

applicable to all. 

• There is a need to increase capacity (human resource) both at the level of the regulator 

and private sector financial firms. 

• The levels of awareness of IF amongst key stakeholders, especially customers and 

private firms is very low and needs to be improved and it should be the first point of call 

as regards interventions to develop IF in the project countries. 

• There is a need to actively seek out collaborations between the local industry, academia 

and regulators with external parties outside the Project Countries in order to develop 

competencies in IF. 

• There is a need to actively engage the private sector through training and incentives to 

position them to drive the IF growth agenda. 

The individual countries will need to craft out their own respective strategies to achieve these 

objectives, the various recommendations outlined in this report should provide useful insights. 

This notwithstanding, there are a number of suggested regional initiatives which came out of 

the workshop which the CBG, the CBN and BSL can actively work to actualize. These are 

summarized in the recommendations section below. 

3.2 Recommendations 

Outlined below are recommendations on regional initiatives that can be pursued by the CBG, 

the CBN and BSL to develop their respective IF sectors that emerged from the workshop. 

• Creation of a Working Group amongst the Project Countries on Developing IF: This is 

one of the major recommendations that emerged from the workshop. The different 
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project countries are varying levels in their respective IF development with Nigeria 

having the most developed sector on aggregate; albeit not in all aspects. This 

underscores the need for the Project Countries to have a formalized avenue of 

cooperation in matters pertaining to Islamic Finance to facilitate the sharing of 

experiences and best practices amongst themselves. The Project Countries have well 

established modalities of cooperation in a number of areas, which should make it easier 

to establish something similar for Islamic finance. 

 

• Leverage on Regional Organs like WAIFEM to support the development of the IF 

sectors in the Project Countries: WAIFEM is an existing regional body that was formed 

by the regional central banks to promote learning and knowledge dissemination. The 

Institute organizes regularly training programmes which attracts participants from the 

respective central banks of the Project Countries. Given the importance of capacity 

building as has been highlighted by the various Project activities, it is imperative for the 

Project Countries to actively work to have IF training programmes introduced into the 

WAIFEM curriculum. Furthermore, it is recommended that the Project Countries 

leverage on all the regional level institutions like WAIFEM that are already in place, 

which can be useful is promoting the broad IF sector development agenda. 

 

• Establish a regional funding mechanism with contributions from the central banks of 

the respective Project Countries: This fund could be used to fund joint initiatives in the 

broad IF sector. This could be targeted at thematic areas like awareness or capacity 

building. 

 

• Submit Joint Proposals to bilateral and multilateral institutions for funding for joint 

projects in Islamic Finance. The successful implementation and impact of Project 2014-

GAMFINAN-061 attests to the effectiveness of this approach, making it imperative to 

actively seek out such joint collaborations.  
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Appendix 1 – Regional Workshop Participants 

 

NO NAME TITLE/INSTITUTION CONTACT EMAIL ADDRESS 

1. OUSAINOU ALLEN ISLAMIC ONLINE UNIVERSITY 9666612 ousallen@iou.edu.gm 

2. SAFFA SAM BANK OF SIERRA LEONE +232 

78605934 

soomejoh@gmail.com 

3. HASSAN TEJAN BANK OF SIERRA LEONE +232 

76630979 

htejan1591@yahoo.com 

4. IBRAHIM F. BAH SKYE BANK (G) LTD 7877105 ibah@skyebankgm.com 

5. BAKARY SANYANG SUPERSONICZ 2210308 Bakary.sanyang@superson

icz.gm 

6. MBOISE NDIAYE MD/CEO MEGA BANK 7114245 Mboise.ndiaye@megabank

.gm 

7. IDA FYE TOURAY CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA 

7935616 ifye@cbg.gm 

8. ANNETTA RILEY CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA 

9905771 ariley@cbg.gm 

9. MOMODOU NJIE CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA 

9902877 mnjie@cbg.gm 

10. OUSMAN NICOL CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA 

9757425 onicol@cbg.gm 

11. YA MARAM SOSSEH CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA 

3432242 msosseh@cbg.gm 

12. BAI ABI JOBE CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA 

7001455 bjobe@cbg.gm 

13. AMADOU BARRY CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA 

9910701 abarry@cbg.gm 

14. ALASANA JABBY GUARANTY TRUST BANK (G) 

LTD 

7946674 alasana.Jabby@Gtbank.co

m 

15. BADARA FYE STANDARD CHARTERED 

BANK (G) LTD 

7070020 Badara.fye@sc.com 

16. AMADOU KOORA CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA 

9911927 akoora@cbg.gm 

17. ABDUL AZIZ BARAN ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, 

CENTRAL BANK OF NIGERIA 

+234 

8030726385 

abaran@cbn.gov.ng 

18. ZUBAIRU S DSAZO DEPUTY MANAGER, NAICOM +234 

3034205738 

szusairu@naicom.gov.ng 

19. MUHAMMAD WADA 

MUAZU LERE 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, 

CENTRAL BANK OF NIGERIA 

+234 

8037861206 

imwmuazu@cbn.gov.ng 

20. NUHA MARENAH MANAGING DIRECTOR, ARAB 

GAMBIA ISLAMIC BANK (G) 

3965200 Nuha.marenah@agib.gm 
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LTD 

21. EBRIMA MBALLOW ARAB GAMBIA ISLAMIC 

BANK (G) LTD 

3665997 Ebrima.mballow@agib.gm 

22. EBRIMA CAMARA GLOBAL SECURITY 

INSURANCE 

9946267 ebrimabb@hotmail.com 

23. BUBA KANTEH ACCESS BANK (G) LTD 7781441 bkanteh@acccessbankgam

bia.com 

24. MARIAMA JALLOW ECOBANK (G) LIMITED 9998451 mjallow@ecobank.com 

25. FATOU JALLOW ENTERPRISE LIFE ASSURANCE 7778848 Fatou.jallow@enterprisegr

oup.com.gh 

26. ALIEU GAYE INTERNATIONAL INSURANCE 

COMPANY 

2240410/68

00720 

alieu@rocketmail.com 

27. NYANSARANG JOOF 

DUBOIS 

BANK SAHELELIO 

INVESTMENT CORPORATION 

(G) LIMITED 

3089356/77

89000 

nyamindubois@yahoo.co.u

k 

28. BABOUCARR S 

JAMMEH 

CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA 

9874666 bsjammeh@cbg.gm 

29. MARIAMA SILLAH CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA 

7939291 msillah@cbg.gm 

30. SAINABOU NJIE CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA 

7583287 snjie@cbg.gm 

31. AWA BAYO CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA 

7036662 abayo@cbg.gm 

32. DR. SHEIKH JAWLA YAHYA JAMMEH ISLAMIC 

UNIVERSITY 

9753935 Jawla11@yahoo.com 

33. MOMODOU SALIEU 

JALLOW 

YAHYA JAMMEH ISLAMIC 

UNIVERSITY 

7373275 Mjallow39@yahoo.com 

34. ESSA A.K. DRAMMEH CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA, DIRECTOR 

SUPERVISION DEPARTMENT 

9915180 edrammeh@cbg.gm 

35. FATOU DEEN TOURAY CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA (MICROFINANCE 

DEPARTMENT) 

9949071 fdtouray@cbg.gm 

36. S. BAI SENGHORE CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA (MICROFINANCE 

DEPARTMENT) 

9943602 Sbsenghor26@hotmail.co

m 

37. SALLY SARR CEESAY MEGABANK 7786467 sallysarr@keystonebankga

mbia.gm 

38. BUBACARR JARJU GAMBIA NATIONAL 

INSURANCE  COMPANY 

9102373 Sidiq7298@gmail.com 

39. SHERIFF TOURAY CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA 

(EOCONOMIC RESEARCH 

3140387 shtouray@cbg.gm 
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DEPARTMENT) 

40. SULAYMAN JALLOW GREAT NATIONAL 

INSURANCE COMPANY 

7281932 sjallowjerry@yahoo.co.uk 

41. MARTHA DASILVA ROYAL INSURANCE 

COMPANY LIMITED 

3992442 mdasilva@royalinsuranceg

m.com 

42. ROUGIE GAYE NYAN PRIME INSURANCE 

COMPANY LTD 

4222477 rougiegaye@yahoo.com 

43. SIRRAH JAMMEH SUNSHINE INSURANCE 

COMPANY LTD 

3993070 jjsirrah72@yahoo.com 

44. ISMAILA JARJU CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA 

7461523 ijarju@cbg.gm 

45. MBAYE JAMMEH CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA 

9709880 mjammeh@cbg.gm 

46. BABOUCARR JENG NATIONAL CREDIT 

COMPERATIVE UNION 

GAMBIA (NACCUG) 

9968850 info@naccug.gm 

47. SULAYMAN M. 

TRAWALLY 

FIRST INTERNATIONAL BANK 2576665 trawallysmft72@gmail.co

m 

48. PA SAMBA NDURE CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA 

7880020 pandure@cbg.gm 

49. SULAYMAN CHAM CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA 

9793676 sjkcham@cbg.gm 

50. AHASTU FESTUS CAPITAL EXPRESS 

ASSURANCE  

7140020 chinkwnma_ahastu@yaho

o.com 

51. PA ALIEU SILLAH CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA 

9905774 pasillah@cbg.gm 

52. S. BAI SENGHORE CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA 

9943602 Sbsenghor26@hotmail.co

m 

53. ALAGIE SEDIA TALLINDING ISLAMIC 

INSTITUTE 

9902712 tiu200@yahoo.com 

54. MAMOUR MALICK 

JAGNE 

BANKERS ASSOCIATION 6667771 Kiffa9@gmail.com 

55. AUGUSTU A. KANU SIERRA LEONE INSURANCE 

COMMISSION 

+232 76 

610783 

Auguskanu2000@yahoo.co

m 

56. DR. ABDUL K. 

BANGURA 

SIERRA LEONE INSURANCE 

COMMISSION 

+232 76 

606341 

karimbangs@yahoo.co.uk 

57. SAINABOU JALLOW 

GAYE 

TAKAFUL GAMBIA 3379990 sjg@takafulgambia.com 

58. EBRIMA TRAWALLY TAKAFUL (G) LTD 9903341 etra@takafulgambia.com 

59. OMAR MBOOB TRUST BANK LIMITED 9928505 Omar.m@tblgambia.com 
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60. BAI MADI CEESAY MINISTRY OF FINANCE AND 

ECONOMIC AFFAIRS 

 

7612325 fanafana99@hotmail.com 

61. DR. SEEKU JAABI CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA 

 

9911775 jaabiseeku@yahoo.com 

62. MOHD SHAH 

SHUKREE SALIM 

CENTRAL BANK MALAYSIA    - shokiee@bnm.gov.my 

63. RUSTAM MOHD IDRIS CENTRAL BANK MALAYSIA   - rustam@bnm.gov.my 

64. MUSTAPHA JOHN RELIANCE FINANCIAL 

SERVICES 

3986126 mjohn@rfs.gm 

65. BABOUCAR SAHO GAMBIA CHAMBER OF 

COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 

3966639 Bsaho@gcci.gm 

66. FATOU A. BARRY MANAGEMENT 

DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE 

9940374 fmulux@hotmail.com 

67. SONKO FOFANA SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT FUND 9962231 sbfofana@sdfgambia.com 

68. SIAKA SANYANG GREAT ALLIANCE INSURANCE 

COMPANY 

7020131 Gaic@yahoo.com 

69. ALAGIE FADERA MINISTRY OF FINANCE AND 

ECONOMIC AFFAIRS 

9930493 alagiefadera@yahoo.co.uk 

70. AMIE NDURE TOURAY CENTRAL BANK OF THE 

GAMBIA 

9924085 amienduretouray@hotmail

.com 
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Appendix 2 – Regional Workshop Programme 

 

COMCEC PROJECT – 2014-GAMFINAN-061 

 ENHANCING FINACIAL LITERACY AND CAPACITY BUILDING ON ISLAMIC FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS 

THEME: BUILDING ISLAMIC FINANCE IN THE GAMBIA, NIGERIA & SIERRA LEONE 

OCEAN BAY HOTEL, THE GAMBIA 

DATE  14
th

 – 15
th

 September 2015 

DAY 1 – SEPTEMBER 14
TH

 2015 

SESSION TIME  TOPIC FACILITATOR 

 

08.30 - 09.00 Registrations Project Coordinator & FSD Staff 

  
09.00 – 09.15 Welcome Address 

Mrs. Ida Fye Touray -Deputy 

Director, FSD, CBG 

 
09.15- 09.30 

Statement from Ministry of Finance and Economic 

Affairs (MOFEA) 

Mr. Abdoulie Jallow - Permanent 

Secretary, MOFEA 

  

09.30 - 09.45 Keynote Address and Opening of Workshop 

Mr. Basiru Njai – First Deputy 

Governor, CBG – Representing 

the Governor 

  
09.45 - 10.00 Group Photo 

 

 10.00- 10.30 Coffee/Tea Break  

Session 1 10.30 – 11.15 

MOFEA – Islamic Finance & The Gambia’s 

Development Plan  

Q & A 

Mr. Alhadgie Fadera– Director of 

Planning, MOFEA 

Session 2 11.15- 12.00 

Nigeria Country Presentation – Current Islamic 

Finance Landscape & Key Initiatives 

Q & A 

Mr. Mu’azu Lere Muhammad 

Wada – Assistant Director, 

Financial Policy, CBN 

Session 3 12.00-12.45 

Sierra Leone Country Presentation – Current 

Islamic Finance Landscape & Key Initiatives 

Q & A 

 

Mr. Saffa Sam – Senior Manager, 

Banking Supervision, BSL 

 12.45 – 14.00 Lunch 
 

Session 4 14.00-14.45 

The Gambia Country Presentation – Current 

Islamic Finance Landscape & Key Initiatives 

Q & A 

 

Mr. Essa Drammeh – Director, 

FSD, CBG 

Session 5 14.45- 15.30 
Islamic Banking: A practitioner’s perspective 

Q & A 

Mr. Ebrima Mballow – Head of 

Business Development - AGIB 

 
15.30 – 15.45 Coffee/Tea break  
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Session 6 
15.45-16.30 

Islamic Insurance: A practitioner’s perspective   

Q & A 

 

Mrs. Sainabou Jallow Gaye  - 

General Manager, Takaful (G) Ltd 

 

DAY 2 – SEPTEMBER 15
TH

 2015 

SESSION TIME  TOPIC FACILITATOR 

Session 7 09.00 – 10.30 

Developing an Islamic Financial System 

- The Building Blocks 

- Issues and Challenges 

- Desired Outcome and Strategies 

Mr. Rustam Mohd Idris – Deputy 

Director, Islamic Banking and 

Takaful Department, Bank 

Negara Malaysia 

 

Mr Mohd Shah Shukree Salim - 

Manager, Islamic Banking and 

Takaful Department, BNM 

  
10.30 – 11.00 Coffee/Tea break  

Session 7 

Continued 
11.00 – 12.45 

Developing an Islamic Financial System 

- The Building Blocks 

- Issues and Challenges 

Desired Outcome and Strategies 

Mr. Rustam Mohd Idris  

 

Mr Mohd Shah Shukree Salim 

 
12.45 - 14.00 Lunch 

 

Session 8 14.30 - 15.30 
Group Discussions – Developing Strategies for The 

Gambia, Nigeria and Sierra Leone 

Concurrent group discussions by 

all participants.  

 15.30-15.45 Coffee/ Tea Break  

Session 9 15.45 – 16.30 

Group Presentations: 

- Developing Strategies for the 

Development of Islamic Financial System 

- Regional Strategies for Islamic Finance 

Presentations by Nominees of 

the Different Groups. 
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Appendix 3 – Guidelines for Group Discussions at Regional Workshop 

 

Broad Guideline: What needs to be done to build Islamic Finance in the Project Countries, 

especially among the key thematic areas; with recommendations outlining joint regional 

initiatives? 

• Capacity – Both at the level of the regulators and the private sector? 

o What needs to be done: 

� By whom? 

� By when, i.e. timelines? 

� What are key supporting factors? 

• Awareness – Broad Market 

o What needs to be done: 

� By whom?  

� By when, i.e. timelines? 

� What are key supporting factors? 

• Availability – What can be done to encourage the private sector to drive the agenda? 

o What needs to be done: 

� By whom? 

� By when, i.e. timelines? 

� What are key supporting factors? 

 

 

 

 

 


